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ABSTRACT 
The lumping approximation us·ed fre'quently for 
dynamic analysis of distributed parameter sys.tems is 
facilitated for a class of flexible systems by a tech-
nique developed here using 4x4 coordinate transformation 
matrices to account for the deflection of elastic ele-
ments under load. This technique is used to develop 
the linear equations of spatial motion for a system of 
two rigid masses connected by a chain with an arbitrary 
number of mas.sless beams and controlled joint rotations. 
INTRODUCTION ' 
A popular approximation used when obtaining models 
of mechanical systems with both inertia and c'ompliance 
is the lumped parameter approximation. Mass and rotary 
moment of inertia effects of a distributed parameter 
system are lumped together as are compliance effects to 
obtain an ordinary differential equation for the system. 
This paper develops a previously unpublished method of 
conveniently carrying out these approximations when the 
compliance is due to .a spatial chain of elastic elements. 
The angular orientation of the joints may be controlled 
by a linear feedback control system. Obtaining the 
equations of motion for the system becomes a complex 
bookkeeping probl'em which is ef'fid:ently handled by 
4x4 trans forma tionma tric.es. 
The lumping approximation is widely used in all 
engineering fields. The current .. and future require-
mentsof the space pr~gram for light manipulator arms 
and cranes to handle massive obj eC.ts in zero gravity has 
given the impetus for developing this more efficient and 
economical method of obtaining accurate dynamic equa-
tions with ease. 
.Wor.k _on dynamic analysis for manipulator arms in-
cludes two approaches by this author [1,2] and others. 
Imp.edancemethods for distributed parameter beams were 
used in [2J to anaiyze a linearized system. Sturges 
[3] ext~nded the work by Denavit and Hartenberg [4J 
provide automated equation generation for teleoperators. 
Sturges considered only rigid members. This approach 
also utilized the 4x4 transformation matrix. Simunovic 
[5J also used this transformation concept to describe 
the variation of endpoint position of industrial mani-
pulator arms in his analysis of their repeatability. 
The modal approach has been used to obtain dynamic 
equations, both linear and nonlinear with compliant 
members as in Hughes [6] for example. Such approaches 
are significantly more accurate when arm base and/or 
payload mass is not much greater than arm mass. They 
are more time consuming in both the modeling and simu-
lation phase. 
The plan of this paper is to first introduce the 
4x4 transformation matrix and the particular form this 
matrix takes when describing beam deflection due to 
forces at the end of the beam. The position of the end 
of a chain of beams with deflection as shown in Fig. 1 
is expressed as a product of transformation matrices. 
To obtain the chain compliance matrix the partial de-
rivatives of this product are taken with respect to end 
point-forces and moments. The equations of motion for 
the .system are then developed, including the effect of 
feedback controlled joint angles between the beam 
s.egments. 
THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX AND DEFORMATION 
We are interested in a transformation between two 
'coordinate systems whose origins are displaced from one 
*Initial work was done under NASA contract NAS8-28055 
[lJ and was continued during the Summer of 1976 as a 
faculty research fellow at NASA Johnson Space Center. 
another and whose axes are not parallel, as in Fig. 2. 
The position of point P is described in terms of co-
ordinate system 2 by the vector !2' Given the vector 
(!o)l from 01 to 02 in terms of system 1 and the angles 
between the axes (or lines parallel to them), we desire 
to find the vector from 01 to P. This vector is easily 
'!~Ol~d r;~o::' ,:o.";:,:)=,::ix::u,~~Pl'::"(:2:~j [~J 
Yl I (YO)l cos (X2,Yl ) cos (Y2,Yl ) cos (Z2'Yl ) Y~ 
Zl ~ZO)l coo; (X 2,Zl) cos ('i 2,Zl) cos (Z2,Zl) 7.:2 
ti~J = [(~)~--- ~:j [i~l 
(la) 
(lb) 
The cosine terms are the cosines of ' the angles between 
intersecting lines parallel to the indicated axes. The 
sign convention is arbitrary for these angles since the 
cosine is an even function. 
We are interested in coordinate transformation of 
two special types. One of these is the transformation 
due to undeformed joint angles and displacements. The 
other transformation is due to the deflection of arm 
segments under loading. The former has been described 
for both rotating and sliding joints by J. Denavit and 
R. S. Hartenberg [4J* in terms of four independent par-
ameters. The transformation due to deflection will be 
developed for the example of a simple beam under flex-
ure, compression and torsion. Other elastic elements 
can be similarly derived. 
The information we seek is the displacement and 
rotation of a jointed beam (a chain of beam segments 
joined end-t6-end) due to the application of loads. 
The position of the end of the beam can be described 
in a fixed reference coordinate system if one knows the 
transformation between the coordinate systems which are 
fixed to the individual segments. As seen in Fig. 3 
the point P at the end of the beam can be described by 
two transformations, represented by two 4 x 4 matrices. 
The transformation A. relates system i' ,the end point 
before deflection, t5 system i-I. The transformation 






the position of the origin of system 
i in 'terms of system i-I 
transformation with no deflection 
transformation due to deflection 
~ 3 x 1 vector whose elements are 
zero 
location of point P in i cOordinates 
= origin of i in this case 
Any number of these transformation may be combined 
by multiplying the transformation matrices. In terms 
of the reference system 0, the end of a beam with N 
joints is located at ~O as is given by: 
!l ~ !2 ... !i ~i ... AN ~N [~-J (3) 
We would like the variation of this position vector due 
to applied forces and moments. First the element~ of 
the E matrices must be found. For small deflections 
and small angles the elements of the matrix of (1) 
.*A reader consulting this paper should be aware of the 
fact that al in that paper is defined with opposite sign convention of this paper and later papers by Denavit and 
Hartenberg. 
simplify as follows: 
r 
0 0 
o ~ /:,X. 1 cos (90+eZi) cos (90-By') E. = /:,y: cos (90-eZi) 1 cos (90+ex:) -~ /:,Z. cos (9Q+eYi ) cos (90-eXi ) (4) ~ 
where eXi ' eYi' anq eZi are the angles of rotation 
about the Xi' Y., and Z. axes, respectively. Using the 
~ 0 ~ 
fact that cos (90 + eZi) = -sin eZi' and that for small 
angles sin eZi eZi one further simplifies this to (5) 
1 0 0 0 
/:,X. 1 
~ -eZi eYi 





This matrix can be expressed in terms of forces and 
moments on the segment. For a symmetrica1, beam the 
elements of this matrix are written' in terms o'f in--
fluence coefficients. Assuming the neutral axis of the 
undeformed beam to lie along the Xii axis, 
, ' 1 /r/,-( ) o '0 0 ~
(aeFiFYii+aeMiMzii)/l .. -( ~ ) 
(aeFiF Zii-aeMiMyii) (ctTi~ii) 1 
where (6) 
FXii ' FY~i' FZii = Fo~cesTat the end of beam i
J
, in terms 
of coord~nate system ~. F .. =,IFX" Fy .. FZ " -1~ L ~~ ~~ ~~ 
~ii' Myii' MZii = Moments at th; end, of beam i, in 
terms of coordinate system i.. !!ii =[~ii Myii MZiiJ 
a
Ci 
= coefficient in compression, displacement/unit 
force 
aXFi= coefficient in bending, displacement/unit force 
aXMi= coefficient in bending, displacement/unit moment 
aeFi= coefficient in bending, angle/unit force (=aXMi) 
C\SMi= coefficient in bending, angle/unit moment 
aTi = coefficient in torsion, angle/unit moment Now one must determine the forces and moments on 
segment i which result from the loads on the end of ~he 
chain. Equilibrium of the segments between the origin 
of coordinate system N and coordinate system i requires 
that 
[~~~l = [-~~-------J----~---l [~Qo:.._J (7) 
[ -~~J E.ii x ~i: ~i J L ~ J 
In this maImer one can obtain the forces and moments' on 
the beam segments resultirig forces and moments on the 
end of the chain. 
COMPLIANCE MATRIX EVALUATION 
Having described the, position of the end of the 
chain (after loading has been placed on the end) by the 
coordinate transformation, one could subtract from this 
vector the vector describing the position of the arm 
3 
before loading as 'follows: 
LI! = [(!l!l!Z!Z , .. ~-l~) - !l!Z '" ~J [~J 
Theoretically this would be correct. In practice the 
difference of these two vectors will be much smaller 
than the vectors themselves, leading to inaccuracies 
when the calculation is carried out with too few sign-
ificant digits. A more accurate way is to evaluate the 
partial derivative of the position of the end with re-
spect to end point loads. Consider for example, de-
rivatives with respect to FXNO ' By the definition of 
A. as the undeformed transformation 
-~ . 
dA. 
-~ = 0 
dFXNO 
i = 1, Z, .•• , N 
By the chain rule one arrives at, in the example of 
FXNO 
(8) 
and similar expressions for the other force components, 
as well as for the moments. 
For practical problems E. is a matrix with ones on 
the diagonal and with off dia~onal terms near zero. An 
accurate approximation is to replace it with the 
identity matrix in (8) except for j = i. In order to 




To do this one takes the derivative of the individual 
elements of (6) with respect to FXNO ' FyNO ' FZNO ' ~NO' 
MvNO and HZl,iIO' This requires in turn that we evaluate 
tEe derivaE~ve of the forces and moments on the seg-
ments in local coordinates with respect to end point 
farces and moments, in reference zero. coordinates. In 
vector form we desire 
and 
Referring to (7) it is seen that these partial deriva-
tives are readily evaluated if one assumes that ROi and 
~ii x ROi are essentially independent of the loading, 
which they are to first order. The required derivatives 
are: 
t ~ 
- T T 
dR. I 0 
. aF
NO ~ J -l~~-----~------i-------~-J (9) ~------ Iii ~ii - I 
_d_ ~ii x ~i I ~i 
d~O 
Displacement under loads is shown above to be the 
change in the vec to.r !NO' One also desires the rotation 
of the end of the chain under loads, 
In order to obtain these results a rotation of co-
ordinates is performed which produces a coordinate 
system N' which has the same arigin as coordinates N but 
is parallel to the zero reference coordinates if there 
is no deflection. The transformation matrix is 
where 





n !i+l i 
i=O ' 
The matrix ~'N will have been evaluated in the caurse 
of computing (8). 
The derivative with respect to a force or moment, 
F:,: fBi: I:',:: f-~~:i~J f-d 
The derivative of the rotation submatrix can be sim-
plified in a manner similar to the rotation submatrix 
of !i in (4) and (5). The derivative of that sub-
matrix then yields the rotations 
1 -6 ZNO 
6yNo 




-enTO 6XNO 1 
AS a result ofl the preceeding development we write 
N 
1. I 0 0 0 
-------t--------------------
(XO)NO: 1 -6 ZNO 6yNO 
(yO) NO I 6ZNO 1 -6XNO 
I 
(ZO)NOI-6YNO 6XNO 1 
I 
L !l!Z ... !i k=- !i!i+l" .~ 
i=l XNO 
(10) 
Similar expressions can be written for derivatives with 
respect to the other five companents of moment and 
force.' The A. terms depend on the undeformed geometry. 
E. is writte~~in (6) in terms of influence coefficients 
of the deformable members and forces on the member in 
the local coordinates of that member. Its derivative 
with respect to end point force required an expression 
for the variation of forces on the member in terms of 
the end point forces. This expression, (9) was obtained 
from the geometry via transformation matrices. 
Equation (10) and its five companions allow one to 
write the 6 x 6 compliance matrix C 
C = r:~o ] 
L a~O 
C is symmetric and non singular for physical systems. 
Its inverse is the spring constant matrix 
C-l 
EQUATIONS OF SMALL HOTION 
Consider the equations of small motion for a chain 
of massless beam segments with a mass attached at each 
end, centers of mass at the origins of coordinate 
systems 0 and n as in Fig. 1. The positions and angles 
which locate and orient these masses with respect to an 
inertial reference frame -1 are contained in the vectors 




[~ ~J T Z -n [~ TJT ~n 
position vector from the or~g~n, of -1 to the 
origins of 0 and n, respectively. 
10, ~ - vector of .small rotations of mass 0 and n, 
respectively, from an initial undeformed ori-
entation 
When the beam segments of the chain are rigidly 
connected to one another the compliance matrix C or its 
inverse K and the inertia matrices of mass 0, 3
0
, and 
mass n, ~e sufficient to describe the natural or un-
forced motions of the system. Upon the inclusion of 
servo controlled actuators at the joints additional 
complexities arise which are resolved here. 
Two cases of controlled joints will be conSidered, 
both with rotary motion. Motion at the jOints means a 
parameter in the transformation matrix will vary. With 
certain constraints on the way consecutive axes are 
arranged one can describe any transformation with four 
parameters, two distances and two angles, as illust-
rated in Fig. 4. This special form will be used for 
the Ai matrices defining the undeformed relative posi-
tion and angle of the consecutive segments. 
A. 
-~ 
1 1 0 0 
Cl..;cos6" 1 cos8. 
• • .1 ~ 



















Axis Xi must be perpendicular to axis Zi_l 
ai - length of the perpendicular from Zi_l to Xi 
a i - angle from positive Zi_l to pnsitive Zi' 
measured counter clockwise about positive Xi 
8i - angle from positive Xi _l to positive Xi 
measured counter clockwise about positive Xi 
si - distance along Zi_l from Xi _l to Xi' Takes' 
sign from orientation' of positive Zi_l' 
The case of a i or 8i as the variable parameter will be 
allowed. 
Consider a general joint angle position and vel· 
ocity feedback law controlling the joints in which 
Torque by Actuators = ~(~J - ~J) + ~(8J - ~J) 
~J - vector of m controlled joint angles measured 








- vector of m desired joint angles 
- vector of m controlled joint angular velo-
cities 
- vector of m desired joint angular veloci-
ties 
- m x m matrix of position control gains 
- m x m matrix of velocity control gains 
Actuator torques can be expressed in terms of 
structural deflections as well. Cons~der 0 fixed and 
move n sligh~ly from its equilibrium position ~e to a 
new position Z. The vector of forces and moments on 









The resulting torques on the actuators are linea~ly 
related to these forces and moments by the matrix R., 
(Torques on actuators) = R K (Z - Z ) -' with n displaced - -s --n --ne 
To determine R one needs a matrix previously evaluated 
now called XCR
h 
XCRh = .E.hh x ~h 
and the matrix ~h when joint h is a controlled joint. 
XCR
h 
gives the appropriate moment arms which relate end 
point force to torque at the joint h. ~h rotates co-
ordinat.es appropriately to relate end po~nt moments to 
actuator torque. For joint h as the i-th controlled 






= element in i-th row, j-th column of R 
l~i~m, 1~j~6 
= XCRh(k,j), 1~j~3, l~i~m 
=~h(k,j-3), 3~j~6, lfH,m 
1 if ah is the i-th element of !J 
3 if 8
h 
is the i-th element of !J 
m total. number of controlled joints 
If mass 0 is displaced slightly one can determine the 
torques on the actuators by first determining the 
equivalent motion of mass n. For small motions 
[
-I 1 XcTl . 
mov~ment of n) 0 1 I .~ ~e - =D =De 
1 -
(Equivalent . = _=-__ L_.:.._ J (Z -Z ) = TT (Z - Z ) 
The matrix XC effects a cross product of the vector 









T The matrix XC gives the effect of rotations at 0 
an equivalent displacements at n. 
The total torque on the actuators is 
(Torque on Actuators) = R K { (Z -Z ) - TT (Z - Z )} - -s --n -ne - =D ~e 
.. T 
= .R K {(Z -T Z - (Z - TTZ )} - .,-s -n - ~ --ne - ~e 
Because XC is skew symmetric, ! is orthogonal, i.e. 
XCT -XC 
TTT I 
The actuator torque is pr,oportional to the differ-
ence of the position vectors of the twa bodies, as 
measured from an equilibrium configuration. The vector 
(Z - TTb, ) which determines the equilibrium position. --ne --ve 
depends only an the joint positions !J and for small 
variations of !J from zero the relation is linear given 
by the matrix G. 
(z - TTz ) = G 8 
'-']1e - ~e - -J 
If one equates the two expressions for actuator torques 
and salves for iJ: 
§'J = D-
l 
{ (-R K G -K )8J + R K (Z - TT~,,)+ K 8~J}+ 9~J -c - -s - -c - - -s --n - -v -C-u -u 
(11) 
The matrix Q yields the incremental change in the 
position of the body at n for variations in !J when 0 
is held fixed. The matrix R yields the equil~brium 
farces and/or torques an the joint for farces and/or 
torques ap~lied by body n. By the principle of virtual 
work Q = !!. . 
5 
Equation (11) is in state variable form if one 
:onsiders as state variables ~J' ~, ~O and ~J as an 
lnput. 
The remaining equations of motion are found by 
summing moments and torques on the center of mass of 




dt(~) Z -n (l3) 
and similarly if one 
external forces Eo 
considers ,mass 0 with resultant 
d -1 
dt (~) = ~O ~(~ 
T -1 
- 1. ~O - G6 J ) + ~ ~TEo (14) 
d • 
dt (~) = ~ LIS) 
where B resolves the resultant force into forces 
through-Tthe center of gravity of the inertia at 0 and 
moments about the center of gravity. 
~ and J are inertia matrices about the centers 
of gravity oP\he masses of 0 'and n, respectively. 
When combined in matrix form (11)-(15) yield the 
usual state variable form for the 24 + 2m order system. 
If one is interested in the·apparent relative 
position of n as viewed. fTom 0, introduce new state 
variables equal 'to Z - T ~, and its derivative. A 
convenient definitiDR of-parameters is 
-1 -1 T T 
~T = 1: ~(1.) 1:!-Of-
-1 
~T 
The set of state variables can be completed with 
J- l J T 'd h d' . -1 Z + T'ri; . ::.oT -n ~ + I ~ .an t e envatlVe, ~T ~ -n -_ .. :.0 




+ TTZ ~T~~ ~ -) 
-1 • TTZ ~l ~T~~ + -':.0 
IV Z TTZ -2 -n -.::.0 
.. 
TTz \V2 Z -n -={) 
~J ~J 
~J ~J 
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r~.J (16) ~J 
The equations for !:!.l and !l are not ~oupled to the 
remaining equations and represent the mot,ion of the 
system as a whole. The remaining equations represent 
the relative motion of the two masses and may be 
solved independently from the overall motio.n. If the 
joints ar~ locke~ ~.='~J = 0, the relevant equation 
for relatlve motlon lS 
o 
SU~1t-1ARY 
In the ",bove the linear equations of spatial motion 
were developed for two rigid masses connected by a 
chain of massless beam segments with an arbitrary 
number of controlled joint rotations. This was 
facilitated by the technique developed here using 
transformation matrices to describe the beam defor-
mation and the position and orientation of consecutive 
beam sgements. These.techniques are Hdaptable to 
computer program implementation. They have been so 
implemented and allow a very efficient determination 
of the equations of motion 
This development was limited to two masses and 
symetrical beam segments for the sake of readiability. 
It can be extended to additional masses without 
difficulty. Any elastic elements for which influence 
coefficients can be determined can be used as·the 
segments of the chain. In addition the technique has 
been used to model systems with parallel structural 
elements such a~ drive trains [1]. . 
The technique has been used at NASA's Johnson 
Space Center for modeling the dynamics of the Space 
Shuttle Orbiter, the Orbiter's Remote Manipulator 
System and the large payloads of the Orbiter. It 
provided an efficient approximation to the system 
equations and is complimentary to the more complete 
models which include the effects of distributed mass 
and/or nonlinear terms. Projected space missions 
involve large cranes constructing large space 
structures. The techniques described here can be 
effectively employed in the analysis of such 
systems. 
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FIGURES 
Figure 1. Chain of elastic members with servo 
controlled joints. 
Figure 2. A transformation between coordinates. 
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Figure 4. Transformation for joints. 
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